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A love of learning, reading and innovation has
always been our mission since the very beginning.

“I thought it worthwhile to plant a seed.
If a large tree grows from this small seed,
we shall be grateful.”
Daniel Macmillan, 1843

Celebrating
175 years
of Macmillan
When brothers Daniel and Alexander Macmillan founded their
publishing company in 1843, they created a place that would
recognise and value great contemporary writing. They soon made
their mark on the literary world, publishing a range of works by
extraordinary authors: Lewis Carroll, Alfred Lord Tennyson,
Thomas Hardy and Rudyard Kipling to name but a few.
As the company grew, so did the two
brothers’ belief in the importance of
learning. They launched the scientific
research journal Nature, followed by the
Palgrave imprint, promoting education
and academic scholarship around the
world. When former British Prime Minister
Harold Macmillan became Chairman
in the middle of the twentieth century,
he decided education should be a key
focus area for the organisation. With his
vision, the company established itself as
a world-leading educational publisher
with an outstanding reputation.

175 years later, we are building on the
Macmillan brothers’ commitment to
learning and innovation and celebrating the
progress that has been made in education
globally thanks to their vision. Their love
of learning, reading and education is as
relevant today as it was in the 19th century
and we are proud to be continuing their
work as we lead the way in pioneering
and forward-thinking solutions for
teachers and students across the world.

The beautiful art deco design featured on the opposite page incorporates the letters MM & Co and was regularly
used on dust jackets, book spines and covers from about 1911 to 1937. The designer is unknown, but it may have
been the Art Director of James Burn who created many other Macmillan logos.
We will be releasing more historic Macmillan logos in 2018 as part of the Macmillan Heritage Collection.
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Pre-Primary
For our complete range of Pre-Primary titles visit

www.macmillan.com.br

Icons KEy
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British English
Available in British English

Digital Student’s Book
Fully interactive version of the
Student’s Book with embedded
video and audio

American English
Available in American English

DIGIBOOK / eBOOK
Page faithful version of the
Student’s Book

International English
A variety of versions from
around the world

Resource Centre
Additional downloadable content
for teachers and/or students

Video
Video content

Presentation Kit
Interactive presentation material
for use with projectors and/or
interactive whiteboards

CD-Rom
Additional content for teachers
and/or students

Online workbook/Practice
Additional practice activities
with automatic scoring

Starter

Discover with Dex

p6

Bebop

p7

Learning Stars

p8

Hats on Top

p9

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

highlightS
Discover with Dex

Bebop

Dex, the friendly
dinosaur, brings
magic and play into
the classroom

Multi-sensory
learning in action
for very young
learners

See page 6

See page 7
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PRE-PRIMARY

Discover with Dex NEW
Sandie Mourão, Claire Medwell

Discover with Dex is an award winning, 3-level
pre-primary course teaching English through
fun and discovery. Dex, the friendly dinosaur, will
become children’s best friend as he brings magic
and play into the classroom.
Discover with Dex utilises a variety of dynamic resources to help
teachers create a positive classroom environment. The Encounter,
Engage and Exploit model provides a supportive and child-centred
approach, allowing learners to engage with and practise the new
language in a lively and interesting way. The songs, action videos,
animated stories and Total Physical Response (TPR) activities provide
regular opportunities for children to use the new language and help
them develop their cognitive and fine-motor skills. The lovable
Dex the Dino puppet will be a useful classroom assistant and learning
partner; creating more opportunities for creativity, collaboration,
critical thinking and curiosity.
• Discover with Dex won the English Speaking Union (ESU) 2016 award
for Best Resources and was nominated for ELTons British Council
Excellence in Course Innovation Award in 2017.
• Young learners are immersed in English-speaking culture from day
one with language-rich lessons full of real-world material developing
authentic spoken English and promoting values.
• The Pupil’s Book PLUS and the Literacy Book provide a springboard to
extra developmental opportunities with vocabulary extension, extra
material and project work.
• The Teacher’s Presentation Kit and Resource Centre ensure heads-up,
engaging lessons and help teachers reduce preparation time.
• Dex’s Magic Phonics is an innovative and easy-to-use tool developed
to help teach literacy skills from an early age.
Download free samples from Discover with Dex at:

mac-ed.courses/dex

Pupil’s Book Plus
Literacy Book

Level 1

Level 2

9780230494602

9780230494541

9780230494572
9780230446809

–

–

Teacher’s Book

9781786321473

9781786321459

9781786321466

Class Audio CD

9780230446991

9780230446687

9780230446847

Flashcards

9780230447035

9780230446731

9780230446892

Story cards

9780230447042

9780230446724

9780230446885

Puppet
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Starter
(Dex the Dino)

9780230446595

STARTER L2

Bebop

L1 L3

Bebop is a 3-level pre-primary course that teaches
English in a playful way. Through pairing music
and movement with language practice, young
learners gradually gain confidence to communicate
in English.

PRE-PRIMARY

Lorena Peimbert, Myriam Monterrubio

This course uses a multi-sensory approach to teach English language
skills and recognises different learning styles and engages more than
one sense. Bebop adopts an innovative approach to Total Physical
Response (TPR) activities, by introducing systems such as American
Sign Language to support children in learning vocabulary in a highly
kinaesthetic way.

• The Bebop Band characters bring language to life, engaging children
through stories and songs.
• Early literacy concepts are introduced in a familiar way through
storytelling and songs, presenting language in a meaningful context.
• Children practise their skills collaboratively through videos, Story Songs,
Action Songs and Interactive Flashcards.
• Fun activities in the Bebop Band app and Parents’ Guide provide a way
for parents to practise English with their child outside of the classroom.
• A dynamic component mix including a Teacher’s Resource Centre
and comprehensive Teacher’s Edition Pack enables teachers to deliver
lively and motivating lessons.

Find out more at:

mac-ed.courses/bebop
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Student’s Book Pack

9780230452930

9780230453036

9780230453135

Activity Book

9780230452947

9780230453043

9780230453142

Teacher’s Edition Pack

9780230452961

9780230453067

9780230453166

Presentation Kit

9780230453005

9780230453104

9780230453197

Class Audio CD

9780230452978

9780230453074

9780230453173

Flashcards

9780230452909

Adoption Kit

9786685733259
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PRE-PRIMARY

NEW

Learning Stars
Jeanne Perrett, Jill Leighton

Learning Stars is a high-level pre-primary course
that provides a solid introduction to communicative
English along with reading, writing and spelling,
ensuring children have the skills and capabilities
to begin full-time schooling.
Learning Stars builds a foundation in English and other curriculum
subjects, giving children the best start to primary school. The course
has a lively drama and roleplay element to help young learners practise
language in a memorable and fun way, as well as a strong assessment
strand to support teachers as they review and check students’ progress.

• Fun and humorous stories introduce language in an engaging way and
the Act It Out sections allow children to gain confidence in speaking
and communicating in a new language.
• Cross-curricular pages in every unit link with a variety of science-based
and other early years’ topics and concepts exposing children to new
vocabulary and broadening their view of the world.
• The phonics programme introduces the Animal Alphabet Flashcards to
help children memorise initial letter sounds quickly and reinforce letter
sound recognition with rhyming stories, songs and chants.
• The animated handwriting tool is a useful presentation aid for
modelling correct letter and number formation.
• The Maths Book links to the topics and themes of the Pupil’s Book
and Activity Book, providing an introduction to and opportunity
for practice of a range of early maths concepts in English.
Discover more about Learning Stars at:

mac-ed.courses/learning-stars

Pupil’s Book Pack
Pupil’s and Activity Book combined
Maths Book

Starter (Little
Learning Stars)

Level 1

Level 2

—

9780230455696

9780230455788

9780230455856

—

—

—

9780230455672

9780230455764

Teacher’s Guide Pack

9780230487192

9780230455726

9780230455818

Class Audio CD

9780230455870

9780230455733

9780230455825

Puppet
Flashcards

8

9780230455894
9780230455887

—

—

STARTER L2

Hats on Top

STARTER
LEVEL L3

Discover, learn and grow with Hats On Top, the
colourful 4-level course that engages pre-school
learners in active discovery of the world around
them in English.

PRE-PRIMARY

Caroline Linse, Elly Schottman

While exploring each unit theme and developing English language skills,
children simultaneously work with science, math, social studies, art, and
physical development skills. Early literacy also plays a key role, with a
literacy and language skills development program across all four levels.

• The carefully planned programme of literacy and language skills
development provides plenty of opportunities to engage with
meaningful language, early print activities, sounding out and writing
simple words.
• Hands-on exploration through art projects and dramatic play such
as roleplay, the Hats On Top wiggle songs and cut-out puppet
conversations add a playful, kinaesthetic dimension to learning.
• The Early Letters and Early Numbers parallel workbooks help children
build literacy-and numeracy-based competencies.
• The theme-related stories in each unit are provided in a Big Book format
for the whole class to enjoy together, helping teachers focus students’
attention and develop a love of reading.
• The Teacher’s Edition provides detailed three-step lesson plans
and with its simple and predictive structure helps with classroom
management and saves preparation time.
Find out more at:

mac-ed.courses/hats-on-top
Student’s Book Pack
Activity Book
Teacher’s Edition & Webcode Pack
Interactive Classroom Pack

Starter (Nursery)

Level 1

Level2

Level 3

9780230453654

9780230444805

9780230444980

9780230445161

–

9780230444812

9780230444997

9780230445178

9780230444720

9780230444850

9780230445031

9780230445215
9780230456396

–

9780230456358

9780230456372

Class Audio CD

9780230444737

–

–

–

Big Book

9780230444744

9780230444867

9780230445048

9780230445222

Early Letters

–

9780230444911

9780230445086

9780230445239

Early Numbers

–

9780230444928

9780230445055

9780230445260
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NILE and Macmillan
Education:
working together to prepare
the teachers of today for the
teaching of tomorrow
Norwich Institute for Language
Education is a world-leading centre
of excellence in the provision
of teacher development courses,
supporting English language
teachers and trainers at every
stage of their ELT careers.
As the partnership strengthens,
NILE and Macmillan Education
are collaborating further with
the launch of our first jointly
developed programmes in 2018.

Accomplish more
with NILE courses
Face-to-face courses
Programmes cover all aspects
of teaching methodology and skills,
from primary and secondary education
to trainer development in Norwich,
UK. Tailor-made courses for groups are
available both in-country and in the UK.

Online courses
Tutor-led, interactive courses provide
flexibility to balance professional
development and a full-time teaching
schedule through the use of cuttingedge digital tools.

Certified courses
With a modular MA, Cambridge CELTA
recognised teaching certification.
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NEW ONLINE COURSES FOR 2018/2019
Jointly Developed Courses
Practical Language for Teaching: Primary
Practical Language for Teaching: Secondary
These six-week courses are for teachers who wish to improve their own
English language use in the classroom and learn practical techniques and

Teaching through English: Primary Maths

Power-Up
Programmes
This series of short teacher
development courses makes
innovative use of digital
resources to “power up” a new
set of practical teaching skills
in a short space of time. New
courses for 2018 focus on
areas such as drama and video.

This eight-week course is for teachers in international or English-medium
schools in countries where English is not the first language. Teachers
will develop confidence and skills for delivering maths classes through
English to achieve the best learning outcomes for students.

Find out more about exclusive discounts:

macmillanenglish.com/nile
11

Primary
For our complete range of Primary titles visit

www.macmillan.com.br

Icons KEy
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British English
Available in British English

Digital Student’s Book
Fully interactive version of the
Student’s Book with embedded
video and audio

American English
Available in American English

DIGIBOOK / eBOOK
Page faithful version of the
Student’s Book

International English
A variety of versions from
around the world

Resource Centre
Additional downloadable content
for teachers and/or students

Video
Video content

Presentation Kit
Interactive presentation material
for use with projectors and/or
interactive whiteboards

CD-Rom
Additional content for teachers
and/or students

Online workbook/Practice
Additional practice activities
with automatic scoring

CEFR LEVEL

Pre-A1

A1

A2

B1

B2

Starters

Movers

Flyers
Key (KET) for Schools/
Key (KET)

Preliminary (PET)
for Schools
Preliminary (PET)

First (FCE) for Schools
First (FCE)

TOEFL Primary
Reading and Listening*

101

102-104

105-112

113-115

-

TOEFL Primary Speaking*

1-9

10-15

16-21

22-25

26-27

Cambridge Exams*

Selfie Club

p16

Super Seek and Find

p17

Give Me Five!

p20

American Tiger

p21

Story Central

p22

Happy Campers

p23

Next Move

p24

*Approximate guides

highlightS
Selfie Club

Super Seek and Find

Get children
together in the
spirit of friendship,
learning and fun!

Storytelling driven
course with rich
illustrations, songs
and activities

See page 16

See page 17
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JOIN THE

15

PRIMARY

NEW

Selfie Club

Angela Llanas, Libby Williams, Angela Padrón, Patricia Acosta.
adapted by Claire Venables

Selfie Club is a 5-level primary series that
encourages learner autonomy, develops life
skills and explores the foreign language through
cross-curricular content.
Selfie Club presents a range of meaningful scenarios and activities
that are taken from the everyday life of the child. Whether at home, in
the amusement park, at camp, at school or during their photography
club meetings, the characters in this series are always having fun while
discovering new things about themselves, each other and the world
they live in. Selfie Club is founded on clear, achievable goals that ensure
learning English is engaging and the children stay motivated.

• Memorable Vocabulary Learning: plenty of exposure and practice of
the target language with illustrated wordlists, musicalized echoes,
songs and chants.
• Language in Context: episodic comic strip in every unit helps students
learn new grammar structures in context and develop reading and
listening skills.
• Interactive Digital Content: fun and interactive activities in every unit
for children to do and for teachers to keep track of their performance.
• Life Skills: topical, child-relevant life skills activities providing students
with transferable 21st century skills which they can use in their lives
outside the classroom.
• CLIL: sections that develop other areas of knowledge integrating skills
work with content through varied language activities.
To find out more about Selfie Club visit:

www.macmillan.com.br/selfieclub

Student Book Pack
Flashcards (post-adoption)
Promotion Pack 1-5
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

9788551100455

9788551100462

9788551100479

9788551100486

9788551100493

9786685733266
9786685733228

Pre A1 A1

Super Seek and Find

Pre A1 A1

PRIMARY

LUCY Crichton, ceres lobeto, sarah elizabeth sprague

Super Seek and Find is a 5-level storytelling
driven course with rich illustrations, songs and
activities to enliven your classes and prepare
your students with skills for the 21st century.
Super Seek and Find maintains the essential ingredients of the first
edition of Seek and Find while adding fresh creative ideas to make
the course even more practical and fun. We have brought together a
talented team of authors, artists and musicians to create a dynamic,
thoughtful, fresh and fun series that grows with our students.

• Storytelling as a driving force for the learning process
• Each book illustrated by a different award-winning artist
• Dynamic and reflective Life Skills pages that encourage
personal growth
• CLIL pages connected to the greater academic life of each learner
• Scratch off activities (for levels 1-3)
• Interactive glossary at the end of each book
• New digital components, including the Digital Student’s Book and
the Super Seek and Find app, animated unit openings, games and
activities for the V
 irtual Reality cardboard glasses
To find out more about Super Seek and Find visit:

www.macmillan.com.br/superseekandfind

Student Book Pack
Flashcards (post-adoption)
Promotion Pack 1-5

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

9788551100295

9788551100301

9788551100318

9788551100325

9788551100332

9786685728682
9786685729085
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Taking language
learning to
the next level
18

PRIMARY

Learning
powered by

NAVIO
Navio is a next-generation digital
platform
that provides an enriched
Learning
Powered by

teaching and learning experience.

NAVIO

Your coursebook comes alive in
the well-designed environment
helping you and your students use
the full potential of the books and
additional resources.
Learning
Powered by

NAVIO

• Simplicity at your service through
Tap & Teach Lessons
• Engaging game-based practice
leading to better learning outcomes
• Developing digital teaching skills
at your own pace

Bring your course to life!
Available with Give Me Five! in 2018.

PRIMARY

19

e Me Five! is an aspirational six-level primary
rse with a strong focus on collaboration and 21st
tury skills. Creative projects, adventurous stories
d rich video content keeps pupils motivated to
ch learning goals, while integrated exams practice
ps pupils achieve success in external exams.

entury Skills

Literacy

TEACHER
Class CDs

External exams practice

PUPIL’S BOOK

or the

Flashcards and Word cards

NEW Teacher’s App on NAVIO
Tap & Teach Lessons
Integrated audio and video
Integrated classroom management tool
Pupil Progress Tracker
Resource Bank, including
– Additional exam resources and speaking videos
– Tests
– Supplementary reinforcement and extension material
– Rubrics for evaluation
– Letters to parents
– Project and Festivals lesson support

in this well-designed digital environment.
pupils use the full potential of the course
ncluding instant Tap and Teach lessons,
ased practice and a classroom rewards system.

RS

please supply

Donna Shaw

Joanne Ramsden

Donna Shaw Joanne Ramsden

Test Generator

NEW

Give Me Five!

PUPIL’S BOOK

PRIMARY

ollaborate, Communicate and
elebrate success in English!

Give Me Five! 1

With new animated stories!

1
Donna Shaw
Joanne Ramsden

Pre A1 B1

Donna Shaw, Joanne Ramsden, Rob Sved

Give Me Five! is an engaging 6-level primary
course with a strong focus on collaboration and
21st century skills. The dynamic and fun content
keeps students motivated to reach learning goals
and achieve success in external exams.
Designed to engage and build students’ confidence as they learn to
communicate, Give Me Five! provides unique opportunities for both
free and controlled speaking practice across a range of contexts.
Participation, learner autonomy and social competency all take centre
stage in order to help young learners reach their true potential.

• Hands-on projects develop teamwork, collaboration, creativity
and thinking skills.
• Integrated exam practice and additional resources, including videos
of Trinity and Cambridge English mock exams, help familiarise children
with exam techniques.
• Cross-curricular links to other subjects lay strong foundations for future
bilingual programmes.
• Memorable songs, adventurous stories and classroom games make
learning enjoyable.
• The Teacher’s Book and Navio provide practical solutions for mixed-level
and mixed-ability classes.
To find out more about Give Me Five, visit:

mac-ed.courses/give-me-five
Level 1

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

9781380013484 9781380013507 9781380013514 9781380013521 9781380013538 9781380013545

Pupil’s Book Basics Pack

9781380013491

Pupil’s Book + Activity Book

9786685733150 9786685733167 9786685733174 9786685733181 9786685733198 9786685733204

Pupil’s Book + Activity Book Basics 9786685733211

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

Teacher’s Book Pack

9781380024886 9781380024930 9781380024985 9781380025036 9781380025081 9781380025135

Teacher’s Book Basics Pack

9781380024879

Learning
powered by

NAVIO
Learning
Powered by

NAVIO
Learning
Powered by

NAVIO
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Level 2

Pupil’s Book Pack

–

–

NAVIO
NAVIO

NAVIO

–

–

–

American Tiger

Pre A1 A2

PRIMARY

Carol Read, Mark Ormerod

American Tiger is an imaginative and vibrant
6-level primary course that equips young
learners with the language and skills they need
to communicate confidently and competently.
Authored by Carol Read and Mark Ormerod, experts in teaching
English to young learners, American Tiger creates a positive learning
environment and encourages children to work together as they discover
new language, cultures and values. Exciting narratives and memorable
characters, like Tiger and the members of the Tiger Tracks Social
Learning Network, create interest and keep children engaged.

• Children will learn through different genres of stories and reading
texts as well as engaging roleplays, songs and games, developing
language skills in a well-balanced and integrated way.
• Learning to Learn and Thinking Skills activities enable students
to reflect and become better independent learners, as well as develop
transferable skills for other areas of the curriculum.
• Learners develop and reinforce grammar through the integrated
Grrr is for Grammar sections, while songs and craft activities enable
memorable in-context learning.
• The extensive CLIL syllabus prepares students for cross-curriculum
academic success in addition to building awareness about the world
around them.
• The home-school link, consisting of the Student’s Practice Kit,
Progress Journal and Letters to Parents, takes learning beyond
the classroom and encourages parents to participate in their
child’s English education.
To find out more about American Tiger visit:

mac-ed.courses/american-tiger

Student Book Pack

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

9781380004536

9781380004635

9781380004741

9781380004857

9781380004963

9781380005076

Student Book + Activity Book

9786685728118

9786685728125

9786685728132

9786685728149

9786685728156

9786685728163

Teacher’s Book Pack

9781380004543

9781380004642

9781380004758

9781380004864

9781380004970

9781380005083

Also available in BriTISH English

Tiger Time
Discover more

mac-ed.courses/tiger-time
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PRIMARY

Story Central

Pre A1 B1

Viv Lambert, Mo Choy, Angela Llanas, Libby Williams

Story Central is a 6-level primary course designed
to inspire a love of language and learning through
storytelling, empowering children to communicate
effectively and develop the skills they need both
inside and outside the classroom.
By encouraging imagination and creativity, Story Central teaches
children to form and express their own opinions in order to better
understand the world around them. Exciting narratives take young
learners on a memorable journey of language discovery that promotes
critical thinking, communication and collaboration.

• Language is introduced through high-impact openers and visuals
to create interest, while grammar structures are presented clearly
with Grammar Central highlights which provide a useful reference
for activities.
• Oral Storytelling Videos bring stories and learning to life, and
American Sign Language Vocabulary Videos help reinforce new
words, keeping students motivated and engaged.
• Each level contains a beautifully illustrated Reader, providing a rich
literacy experience while children learn English and develop a love
of reading.
• Clearly signposted activities developing 21st century skills like critical
thinking, creativity, communication and collaboration help teachers
easily integrate competency development into the classroom.
• Cambridge Young Learners English Test-style practice activities
provide teachers with ready-to-use materials preparing students
for international exams.

Download samples of Story Central at:

mac-ed.courses/story-central
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Student Book Pack

9780230451971

9780230452060

9780230452152

9780230452244

9780230452336

9780230452428

Student Book + Activity Book

9786685727494

9786685727500

9786685727517

9786685727524

9786685727531

9786685727548

Teacher’s Edition

9781786329578

9781786329585

9781786329592

9780230452275

9780230452367

9780230452459

Class Audio CD

9780230452015

9780230452107

9780230452190

9780230452282

9780230452374

9780230452466

Happy Campers

Pre A1 A1+

PRIMARY

Angela Llanas, Libby Williams, Angela Padron, Patricia Acosta,
Gabriel Diaz-Maggioli, Lesley Painter-Farrell

Happy Campers is a 7-level primary series that
uses a unique musical programme to create a
positive and memorable classroom experience
while consolidating new language skills.
With a methodology centred on front-loading language presentation
and musical imagery repetition, Happy Campers develops a child-centred
community and encourages a positive attitude toward English language
learning. Clear objectives, a gently paced syllabus and frequent practice
opportunities makes it easy for children to learn and consolidate English.

• Musical activities provide ‘memory hooks’ for vocabulary recall
and retrieval, making new language easier to remember.
• The Skills Book further develops the four skills via Picture Talk, Happy
Reader, Happy Writer and Word Work lessons that practise and help
master selected key language.
• Regular project lessons develop children’s creativity and collaboration
skills, making their learning experience a richer, more positive one.
• A strong home-school link is built through the game-based Inks App
which provides extra vocabulary practice at home.
• The Flipbook combines Student’s Book and Activity Book material
in one publication, ensuring that young learners always have practice
activities at hand.

Download samples of Happy Campers at:

mac-ed.courses/happy-campers

Teacher’s Edition Pack
Student’s Book + Skills Book
Student’s Book/Language Lodge

Starter Level

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

9780230473287

9780230473348

9780230473416

9780230473508

–

9786685726367

9786685726374

9786685726381

9780230472495

9780230470705

9780230470712

9780230470729

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6
9780230473737

Teacher’s Edition Pack

9780230473584

9780230473652

Student’s Book + Skills Book

9786685726398

9786685726404

9786685726411

Student’s Book/Language Lodge

9780230471108

9780230470736

9780230472488
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PRIMARY

Next Move

Pre A1 A2

Amanda Cant, Mary Charrington, Viv Lambert

Next Move is a unique 7-level primary
course that takes children on a journey of
discovery across language and culture. Each unit
explores a brand new country, giving learners
the confidence to put newly learnt language
skills to use in real life situations.
Dialogue-based content and project lessons enable children to instantly
apply the language they have learnt, quickly becoming effective
communicators and strong team players. Carefully scaffolded activities
develop skills and build learner confidence which is complemented
by the discovery of universal values while students learn about local
customs around the world.

• Visually-rich materials develop literacy skills through critical thinking
and the ability to extract messages from images.
• The integrated Phonics syllabus improves learners’ reading, pronunciation
and spelling skills through fun chants, poems and tongue-twisters.
• Clearly signposted competency development activities, teach
children valuable 21st century skills: creativity, collaboration,
self-awareness and social responsibility.
• The students’ DVD provides extra practice and develops learner
autonomy at home, supplemented by the Parent’s Guide which supports
parents in helping their children understand the target language.
• The dynamic Interactive Classroom Pack consists of a page-faithful
interactive version of the Student’s Book, as well as posters, songs
and animated Phonics and Grammar Presentations.
To learn more about Next Move, visit:

mac-ed.courses/next-move
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Starter Level

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Student’s Book Pack

9780230444195

9781786329783

9781786329806

9781786329820

Workbook

9780230444201

9780230438453

9780230440944

9780230441057

Teacher’s Book Pack

9780230444553

9781786329790

9781786329813

9780230444584

Presentation Kit

9780230455535

9780230455559

9780230455573

9780230455597

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Student’s Book Pack

9781786329851

9780230444409

9780230444447

Workbook

9780230441064

9780230440975

9780230440999

Teacher’s Book Pack

9780230444591

9780230444607

9780230444614

Presentation Kit

9780230455610

9780230455634

9780230455658

Number one
resource site for
English language
teachers
Onestopenglish provides teachers worldwide
with classroom resources, professional development
and teaching advice from educational experts.

Start your free 30 day trial
onestopenglish.com
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Secondary
For our complete range of Secondary titles visit

www.macmillan.com.br

Icons KEy
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British English
Available in British English

Digital Student’s Book
Fully interactive version of the
Student’s Book with embedded
video and audio

American English
Available in American English

DIGIBOOK / eBOOK
Page faithful version of the
Student’s Book

International English
A variety of versions from
around the world

Resource Centre
Additional downloadable content
for teachers and/or students

Video
Video content

Presentation Kit
Interactive presentation material
for use with projectors and/or
interactive whiteboards

CD-Rom
Additional content for teachers
and/or students

Online workbook/Practice
Additional practice activities
with automatic scoring

CEFR LEVEL

A1

#InstaEnglish

p30

Gateway 2nd Edition

p31

Go Beyond

p32

All Clear

p33

A1+

A2

A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

c1

c2

highlightS
#InstaEnglish
Dynamic and creative
learning supported
by instigating visual
resources
See page 30

Gateway
Second Edition

Prepare your students
for school-leaving
and external exams
See page 31
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macmillan.com.br/instaenglish
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#englishfortoday
#Balanced Scope and Sequence
Clearly structured units, carefully graded grammar and vocabulary
and all four skills equally covered in full compliance with the
National Learning Standards (BNCC – Base Nacional Comum Curricular).

#Instigating Visual Content
Unit openings, vocabulary sections and review games supported
by abundant visual resources that provide memorable learning.

#Interactive Digital Content
8 interactive activities in every unit for students to do
and for teachers to keep track of their performance.

#Culture
Section in every unit highlighting an aspect of life in an English-speaking
country, inviting students to learn about the world around them with
authentic cultural references.

#CLIL and Life Skills
CLIL sections with reading and listening activities that help students
develop other areas of knowledge and interest; topical, teen-relevant
life skills projects providing students with transferable 21st century skills.

#InstaEnglish
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SECONDARY

NEW

#InstaEnglish

A1
LEVEL
B1

Emma Heyderman, Fiona Mauchline, Patrick Howarth,
Patricia Reilly, OLIVIA JOHNSTON

#InstaEnglish is an engaging four-level
course for secondary students that offers a
sensibly paced approach to teaching grammar,
vocabulary, and the four skills, with an emphasis
on mixed abilities.
Teenagers crave novelty and instigating visual content to feed their
curious minds when studying a second language. #InstaEnglish is
the best way to stretch beyond the classroom environment and reach
students’ minds and hearts, thanks to all its original and updated
content.. #InstaEnglish students will learn English in a very practical way,
motivated by their desire to communicate in today’s cosmopolitan world,
express their opinions, and expand their global knowledge even further.

• Balanced Scope and Sequence: clearly structured units, carefully
graded grammar and vocabulary and all four skills equally covered in
full compliance with the National Learning Standards (BNCC – Base
Nacional Comum Curricular).
• Instigating Visual Content: unit openings, vocabulary sections and
review games supported by abundant visual resources that provide
memorable learning.
• Interactive Digital Content: 8 interactive activities in every unit for
students to do and for teachers to keep track of their performance.
• Culture: section in every unit highlighting an aspect of life in an
English-speaking country, inviting students to learn about the world
around them with authentic cultural references.
• CLIL and Life Skills: CLIL sections with reading and listening activities
that help students develop other areas of knowledge and interest;
topical, teen-relevant life skills projects providing students with
transferable 21st century skills.
To find out more about #InstaEnglish, visit:

macmillan.com.br/instaenglish
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Starter

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Student’s Book Pack

9788551100554

9788551100561

9788551100578

9788551100585

Teacher’s Book Pack

9788551100592

9788551100608

9788551100615

9788551100622

Gateway 2nd Edition

A1+ C1

SECONDARY

David Spencer

Gateway 2nd Edition is a 7-level course
by best-selling author David Spencer, taking
students from A1+ level right up to C1.
Praised for its clear and logical structure, Gateway 2nd Edition develops
language and the four skills in a balanced way. It offers a comprehensive,
teacher-friendly approach to life skills training to prepare students for
21st century life. In addition, exam-style tasks and tips improve students’
chances for better scores in school-leaving and international exams.

• This edition includes 90% new reading texts based on real-life topics
that will appeal to students and provide meaningful context for the
grammar and vocabulary they need.
• Life skills videos and tasks, covering topics such as personal and physical
well-being, help to prepare teenagers for life outside the classroom.
• The innovative flipped classroom videos provide grammar presentations
by the author, which students can watch before class, giving teachers
more time for practice in class.
• The Gateway to Exams section allows students to revise the exam
techniques they have learnt and practise typical exam tasks.
• A comprehensive range of printable tests in the Test Generator helps
teachers assess students’ progress.

To find out more about Gateway 2nd Edition, download free samples at:

mac-ed.courses/gateway-second-edition
A1+

A2

B1

B1+

Student’s Book Premium Pack

9780230473072

9780230473102

9780230473119

9780230473157

Student’s Book Pack

9780230473058

9780230473096

9780230473126

9780230473140

Student’s Book + Workbook

9786685727357

9786685727364

9786685727371

9786685727388

Teacher’s Book Premium Pack

9780230473065

9780230473089

9780230473133

9780230473164

B2

B2+

C1

Student’s Book Premium Pack

9780230473171

9780230473201

9781786323125

Student’s Book Pack

9780230473188

9780230473218

9781786323156

Student’s Book + Workbook

9786685727395

9786685727401

9786685727418

Teacher’s Book Premium Pack

9780230473195

9780230473225

9781786323118
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SECONDARY

Go Beyond

A1+ B2

Robert Campbell, Rob Metcalf, Rebecca Robb Benne

Go Beyond is a 6-level course for teenagers, from
A1+ to B2. The combination of language skills, lifeskills and engaging topics prepares students for
success in the 21st century classroom and beyond.
By encouraging young students to use new language skills in various
real-life scenarios, Go Beyond equips them with an effective set of
communication tools. Personalisation allows learners to apply new
found skills to their own experiences, making the learning process more
relevant and memorable. Rigorously benchmarked against CEFR and
international exams, Go Beyond also provides a clear and easy-to-use
planning structure for teachers.

• Students develop their language skills and boost their confidence
to communicate through the speaking tasks, presentations and
carefully tailored writing tasks.
• A series of specially-produced videos, including the Moving Picture
and Videos, helps students acquire and retain knowledge in
a visually impactful way.
• Life Skills lessons ensure students develop academically, as well
as grow into self-aware, considerate and confident individuals.
• Perfect for mixed-ability classes, Go Beyond enables teachers to
enhance the learning process from student to student.
• The complete digital offer helps teachers to deliver heads-up
interactive lessons and provide additional resources and practice.
To download samples and take a video tour of Go Beyond, visit:

mac-ed.courses/go-beyond
Intro

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Student’s Book Premium Pack

9780230478114

9780230476813

9780230476400

9780230476486

9780230476592

9780230476707

Student’s Book + Webcode

9780230478138

9780230476820

9780230476417

9780230476493

9780230476608

9780230476714

Student’s Book + Workbook

9786685727197

9786685725827

9786685725834

9786685725841

9786685725858

9786685725865

Teacher’s Book Premium Pack

9780230478145

9781786322593

9781786322609

9781786322616

9781786322623

9780230476691

Split edition available

Move Beyond

Also available in BRITISH English

Beyond
For more information, visit:

mac-ed.courses/beyond
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All Clear

A1+
LEVEL
B1

SECONDARY

Fiona Mauchline, daniel morris, Patrick Howarth,
Patricia Reilly

All Clear is a engaging 4-level course designed
to help students learn English through a wellscaffolded language syllabus with easy navigation
and doable step-by-step learning outcomes.
All Clear’s method is extremely comfortable to work with for both
teachers and students, with very accessible materials and engaging
topics. It focuses on functional language and the real interests of
students. The guided discovery approach to grammar encourages
students to reflect on the language they are studying and supports
autonomous learning. All Clear also features captivating video (“Culture
Watch”) and stimulating global topics that engage learners and spark
their curiosity.

• The presentation of vocabulary is supported by clear visuals to
help students remember new words
• The carefully graded development of productive skills boosts
learners’ confidence
• Collaborative projects include content to enhance students’ life skills
• Practice material in the Teacher’s Resource Centre is provided at
multi-levels, to address diversity in the classroom
To find out more about All Clear, visit:

macmillan.com.br/allclear
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Student’s Book Pack

9786685732511

9786685732528

9786685732535

9786685732542

Student’s Book with Workbook Pack

9786685731422

9786685731439

9786685731446

9786685731453

Teacher’s Book Pack

9786685731477

9786685731484

9786685731491

9786685731507
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Adult
For our complete range of Adult titles visit

www.macmillan.com.br

Icons KEy
British English
Available in British English

American English

Fully interactive version of the
Student’s Book with embedded
video and audio

DIGIBOOK / eBOOK

Available in American English

Page faithful version of the
Student’s Book

International English

Resource Centre

A variety of versions from
around the world

Additional downloadable content
for teachers and/or students

Video

Presentation Kit

Video content

Interactive presentation material
for use with projectors and/or
interactive whiteboards

CD-Rom

Online workbook/
Practice

Additional content for teachers
and/or students
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Digital Student’s Book

Additional practice activities
with automatic scoring

CEFR LEVEL

A1

American Inside Out
Evolution

p38

Optimise

p39

A1+

A2

A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

c1

c2

Highlights
American Inside
Out Evolution
Meet the evolution of
the best-seller series

See page 38

Optimise
Essential techniques
for exam success.

See page 39
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macmillan.com.br/americaninsideoutevolution

36

American

Inside Out
Evolution
Meet the evolution...
6 levels
Beginner

Elementary
Pre-Intermediate
Intermediate
Upper-Intermediate

100%

Advanced

new
reading
texts

*SPLIT EDITION ALSO AVAILABLE

DIGITAL
STUDENT’S
BOOK

DIGITAL
WORKBOOK

MOBILE
APP

TEACHER’S
PRESENTATION
KIT

new digital components
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ADULT

American Inside Out
Evolution

A1 C1

Sue Kay, Vaughan Jones, Ceri Jones, Tania Bastow,
Amanda Jeffries

American Inside Out Evolution renews our
commitment to meaningful presentation,
meaningful practice, and meaningful
communication, now with a more diverse
selection of texts reflecting the variety of genres
on offer in today’s multi-media world.
With a more concise format, American Inside Out Evolution is aimed
at students who don’t have much time, but want to learn the language
thoroughly. American Inside Out Evolution includes new digital
components designed to meet the expectations of students operating
in a digital world.

• New design, modern and in tune with students’ reality
• 100% new reading texts with activities in all levels
• Anecdotes that give students a chance to tackle longer pieces of
discourse
• Language for Life: fun and engaging dialogues that provide a portable
toolkit of functional language
• New Life Skills section in every unit
• New digital components
See our website for further details:

macmillan.com.br/americaninsideoutevolution

Beginner

Elementary

Pre-intermediate

Upper
Intermediate

Advanced

Student’s Book Pack

9786074736199 9786074736472

9786074736427

9786074736403 9786074736410 9786074736267

Student’s Book + Workbook Pack
(with key)

9786685732252 9786685732313

9786685732436

9786685732375 9786685732498 9786685732238

Teacher’s Book Pack

9786074736137 9786074736144

9786074736175

9786074736168 9786074736151 9786074736335

Elementary
A

Pre-intermediate
B

A

Intermediate
B

A

B

Student’s Book split edition

9786074736434 9786074736458

9786074736496

9786074736441 9786074736342 9786074736366

Student’s Book + Workbook
split edition Pack (with key)

9786685732276 9786685732290

9786685732399

9786685732412 9786685732337 9786685732351

Upper-Intermediate
A
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Intermediate

B

Advanced
A

B

Student’s Book split edition

9786074736465 9786074736182

9786074736212

9786074736380

Student’s Book + Workbook
split edition Pack (with key)

9786685732450 9786685732474

9786685732191

9786685732214

Optimise

A2 B2

ADULT

Malcolm Mann, Steve Taylore-Knowles

Optimise is an exam preparation course.
It provides engaging lessons that equip students
with essential techniques to succeed
in their exams. Optimise will help teachers
to become exam experts by supporting them
every step of the way, whether they are new
to or experienced in exams-focused teaching.
Using a carefully staged approach, Optimise combines real-life topics
with specific exam development and takes students from A2 to B2 level.
Written by exam experts Malcolm Mann and Steve Taylore-Knowles,
the course offers exam tips and complete support, allowing students
to become familiar with exam-style tasks for A2 Key, B1 Preliminary
and B2 First for Schools.

• Students will develop exam strategies and build the foundations
for exam success with specific tips and practice.
• The dedicated Optimise your Exams section in the Student’s Book,
written by a practising examiner, explains what to expect in the exam.
• Talk2Me and Speaking Test videos help students build the confidence
they need to communicate fluently and prepare for the speaking tests.
• Students will develop essential skills for life beyond the classroom
through the Think, Research, Culture, Learn and Me features.
• Teachers can provide optimal support to their students preparing for
international exams with the Practice Tests and the Test Generator.
To find out more about Optimise, download free samples at:

mac-ed.courses/optimise
A2

B1

B1+

B2

Student’s Book Premium Pack

9780230488298

9780230488465

9780230488632

9780230488809
9780230488793

Student’s Book Pack

9780230488281

9780230488458

9780230488625

Student’s Book + Workbook (with key)

9786685728224

9786685728231

9786685728248

9786685728255

Teacher’s Book Premium Pack

9780230488335

9780230488502

9780230488670

9780230488823
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Contacts

Worldwide rights
Some of our titles are market restricted in
certain regions of the world. For full details
on the rights issues please visit
the ‘Rights & Permissions’ page on
www.macmillaneducation.com

Anti-Piracy

MACMILLAN EDUCATION BRASIL
Av. Brigadeiro Faria Lima, 1309 –3° Andar
São Paulo - SP CEP: 01452-002

Reporting illegal e-book piracy and physical
counterfeits. The sharing and downloading
of Macmillan Education books and materials
online is an illegal activity which breaches
international copyright and trademark law, as
is the unauthorised copying and distribution of
physical products.
Piracy is taken very seriously by Macmillan
Education as it negatively impacts both authors
and our ability to produce highly quality books
and services. Macmillan Education titles are
protected by a dedicated Anti-Piracy team
within the General Counsel’s Office.
To report suspected piracy of Macmillan
products please complete the web form here:
http://www.macmillaneducation.com/
anti-piracy/

Copying

Atendimento ao professor
T. São Paulo +55 (11) 4613-2278
Outras localidades 0800 168877
br.elt@macmillaneducation.com
www.macmillan.com.br

Sudeste
São Paulo
SP Capital (Zonas Leste e Sul): (11) 98473-1997
SP Capital (Zonas Norte, Oeste e Jardins): (11) 98473-1988
SP Capital (Zona Sul, Butantã e Guarulhos): (11) 98473-1998
SP Capital (ABCD/Litoral Sul/Vale do Ribeira): (11) 98473-2027
SP (Vale do Paraíba, Litoral Norte, Sul de Minas e GSP-Leste): (12) 98134-0958
SP (Interior – Bauru, Ribeirão Preto e região): (14) 98125-6870
SP (Interior – Jundiaí, Sorocaba, Campinas e região, Alphaville, Osasco e
região): (19) 98155-9588
SP (Cotia e região, clientes especiais com até 150 alunos): (11) 94114-6680
SP (Contas Especiais Capital e Interior): (11) 98473-2036
Rio de Janeiro
RJ Capital: (21) 98102-6602
RJ Capital e Interior: (21) 96900-4242
Espírito Santo
Espírito Santo: (27) 99506-1753
Minas Gerais
MG Capital: (31) 99104-6299
MG (Sul de Minas – exceto Triângulo Mineiro): (31) 99128-5705
MG (Interior Sul e Sudeste): (12) 98134-0958
MG (Triângulo Mineiro): (62) 98121-0457

Centro-Oeste
MT/DF (Plano Piloto, Asa Sul, Asa Norte): (61) 98111-1422
DF (Taquatinga, Ceilândia, Samambaia, Sobradinho): (61) 98124-1265
GO/MS: (62) 98121-0457

Nordeste
AL/PE/PB/RN: (81) 99632-8843
CE/PI/MA: (85) 99998-4690
BA/SE: (71) 99104-5632

Sul
PR: (41) 99971-0800
SC: (48) 99622-9191
RS (Capital e Interior): (51) 98137-1554

The UK Copyright, Designs and Patents Act of
1988 allows a reader to make a single copy of
a limited portion of a work for the purposes
of non-commercial research or private study
(fair dealing). This limit is subjective and advice
should be sought from Macmillan Education.
It does not allow the copying of entire books
or the making of multiple copies of extracts.
In some countries it is possible for schools to
do a limited amount of photocopying under
the terms of a licence issued by a licensing
agency such as the Copyright Licensing
Agency (CLA) in the UK. It is also permissible
to photocopy copyright material when the
publisher has designated a book or part of a
book ‘photocopiable’. This special permission
is always indicated clearly in the book both
at the front and on every photocopiable
page. Many of the Teacher’s Books that
accompany Macmillan Education ELT courses
contain such photocopiable material. Under
no circumstances may schools photocopy
materials for use in self-access centres, unless
they have registered with the Copyright
Licensing Agency or an associated licensing
agency and allow/use photocopying strictly in
accordance with their regulations. Please see
our website or contact Macmillan Education for
further details on copying limits.

Rights and Permissions
If you would like to reproduce, translate or
quote from material published by Macmillan
Education in print, online, on television, on
radio or via other digital media, please check
first that we are the correct copyright holders
by reading the following information: Only
titles commencing with the following ISBNs,
978 1405-0, 978 0330, 978 0333, 978 0230
& 978 0435 will be copyrighted to Macmillan
Education. For other titles, you will need to
consult a bibliographic service such as the
British Library or Library of Congress, which will
assist you to find the correct copyright holder.
Very old Macmillan titles with ISBNs
commencing 0023 & 0024 are copyrighted
to Prentice Hall/Pearson Higher Education US:
USAPermissions@pearson.com.
ISBNs commencing 0028 (Macmillan Library
Reference titles) are now copyrighted to
Cengage. Please contact Cengage directly
for any re-use query. Please note also that
Free Press, Collier Macmillan and Macmillan
Inc. (Macmillan New York) are not part of
the Macmillan Group in the UK, these are
part of Simon & Schuster in USA: www.
simonandschuster.com/about/contact_info.
Any requests for Pan Macmillan UK should be
sent to: www.panmacmillan.com/trade/adultrights-permissions; and Palgrave Macmillan UK
to: www.palgrave.com/us/rights-permissions.
If you have a permissions or rights request, you
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details. Visit www.macmillaneducation.com/
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the Rights Request Form.
No requests will be considered or responded
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If you have any problems with reaching any of our contacts or cannot find a contact in your region, please visit help.macmillan.com

Start your
search today
macmillan.com.br

Connect with us:
Macmillan Brasil
@MacmillanBZ
macmillanBZ
Macmillan Education ELT

Find out more at www.macmillan.com.br
or, tell us how we can help you further at
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